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PREFACE

The United States Government is involved in research, development and

demonstration (RD&D) activities related to aviation, surface transportation,

machinery and construction equipment noise abatement and control through a

number of its Agencies and Departments. In addition, considerable effort is

expended in noise effects research to help identify and categorize the

adverse health effects of noise. These programs vary in size and complexity,

and objectives vary according to overall Agency charters, statutory authori-

ties and other priorities.

One of the purposes of the Noise Control Act of 1972 was to establish a

means of effective coordination of Federal research and development activities

in noise research and noise COntrol. The Act directs the Administrator of

the EPA to compile and publish, from time to time, a report on the status

and progress of Federal noise research and noise control programs. In early

1974, the Federal noise research coordination activity was initiated in

accordance with Section 4 of the Act. Four interagency noise research

panels were established in the areas of:

o Aviation

o Surface vehicles

o Machinery

o Effects.

Reports were issued by the panels in the March-May 1975 time period (Ref.

I-4). The reports summarized the FY 1973-75 ongoing and planned noise research,

development and demonstration programs within the various Agencies of the

Federal Government.
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During 1976, the four panels were reconvened to update the data base and

also:

o Assess the contribution of past, current and planned Federal

Noise RD&D Programs, and

o Identify technology and noise effects needs to support a long

range National Noise Abate_nt Strategy.

The Chairman selected for each panel was a senior representative of the

Agency having maximum program content in the specific panel. The panel

chairmen were:

o Aviation Mr. Harry W. Johnson, Director
_eronautieal Propulsion Division
NASA

o Surface Transportation* Mr. W. Harry Close, Director
Office of Noise Abatement
DOT

o Machinery and Construction Mr. Joseph A. Lamonica, Chief
Bqqipment* Divisionof Health,Coal Mine Safety

and Health

Mining Enforcement & Safety
_dministration

DOI

o Effects Dr. Henning E. Von Gierke, Director
Siodynamics and Bioengineering Divislcn
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
USAF, DOD

EPA provided secretariat support to each of the panels. The panels

developed specialized reports covering the Research and Technology Development

and DemDnstration programs related to their area of concern (Refs. 5-8). The

individual report formats were generally consistent with minor variations

between them based upon the perceived needs of the Panel Chairman and Panel

participants.

*'6hange in panel title from earlier report.
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This stmmar_ report presents an EPA .overviewand assessment of the results
of the"p_els' deliberatlons.

Each of the Panel Chairmen, as well as the panels' members, were provided

an opportunity to comment on, (I) a preliminary draft and, (2) a final draft

copy of this report. All of the cD_nents were carefully considered and reviewed

with the commenters. The final report includes those points deemed appropriate

for inclusion herein.

However, the findings, conclusions, & recom_ndations in this assessment

are EPA's and net necessarily those of any other agency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Before any review or assessment of Federally funded noise research devel-

opment and demonstration activities is made, it is appropriate to discuss

briefly some of the significant, related topics which may influence the con-

tent of the Federal program.

A. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of noise control research is to reduce the harmful

physical and mental health effects attributable to noise generation. Because

these effects exist, the need to regulate, develop alternate noise control

programs, encourage new technological advances and conduct further research

on these effects becomes apparent.

The identification of objectives, or goals, is multi-faceted. They can

be specific or general, short range or long range, parochial or national.

They can be single purpose or a contributing element of a broader plan.

Section 4(c)(2) of the Noise Control Act (NCA), acknowledges this diver-

sified range of activity by requesting an assessment of each Federal Agency's

noise research and noise control program in light of:

"...the contributions of those programs to the Federal
Government's overall efforts to control noise" (underline
added)

B. FEDERAL ,SIKANSORSHIP OF NOISE RESEARCH

At various times in the past, questions have been raised as to why the

Federal Government should even be involved in noise research progran%sparticu-

larly those whlc_ relate to ccslmeroialproducts such as aircraft, trucks,

buses, autclIDbiles,etc. Federal sponsorship is necessary to identify and
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inform the public at large that iroise exposure has measurable, predictable

effects which can be controlled through appropriate i,eans.

While it may be argued that the ,_jor responsibility for developing the

needed technology should rest with industry, in many cases investment by the

Federal Government is necessary to help bring new technology into the market-

place or to stimulate industry developments. This Federal initiative is

appropriate when:

o The mar]Get is not responsive to the demands (nesds) of society

(no industry incentive)

o A directed effort is needed to meet a National objective or

National emergency

o Development costs exceed the finaneial capability of any one

manufaCturer despite the fact that the develo__nt may be in the

best interests of the nation.

Some. specific benefits of Federal research sponsorship are:

o Industry is apprised of the dedicated Federal objectives for

noise abatement and control with an incentive for participation.

o Provides timely researd_ results for early implementation of

noise reduction actions.

o The results of Federally funded RD&D progrs/ns, in both effects

and technology, are available equally to all manufacturers and

to the public, whereas results of industry IID&D are closely

held and would not provide a broad base of understanding or

application potential.

o Federal initiatives in RD&D insures the availability of a

strong, National technology base.
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o Technology transfer to other products or spin-off opportunities

for other applications may be realized.

C. OTHER NOISE RESEARCH ACTIVITY

While this rel:ortonly considers the Federal Agencies' in-house and con-

tracted efforts in noise research, it must be recognized that these are

complementary to other funded research activities.

_ndyst_

Various trade associations and individual cc_pany spokesmen have indicated

that significant amounts of company funds are utilized for noise research and

development. However, information regarding the extent of such activity as

well as the specific results of such research, whith is usually of a proprietary

nature, are not generally available. In addition, the assumed threat of regu-

latory actions usually precludes the release of such data to the Government.

A partial recognition of such activity can be gleaned from the proprietary

data reported under the DUD/NASA Aviation Independent Research and Development

program, which indicates approximately $10-11 million was spent by the aviation

industry in aceustlc research in beth FY 1975 and 1976. Approximately 20% of

this (or $2 million/year) was industry funded. The Federal Government accounted

for the remaining funds to help support the maintenance of a strong, o:_,6etitive,

industrial technology base, vital to both national security and the economy.

University

The report of the EPA-sponsored seminar on University Noise Research (Ref.

9) identified approximately $7 million of university effort in noise research

in the U.S. over the past several years. Of this, more than $1.5 million

represented sponsorship by other than Federal Agencies. These included

r
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specific industries and trade associations and State and local governments, as

well as self-sustaining university programs.

Forei@n

Recent surveys of 37 foreign countries and international organizations

have provided information on more than 1000 noise research programs which

included approximately 200 projects in the area of noise effects research

(Ref. 10-13). _hile funding levels were reported for only 28% of the techno-

logy oriented projects these totaled over $30 million.

The major portion of the funding identified in the referenced reports was

provided by governmental agencies.

The noise problem is of international concern and corrective measures

developed and demonstrated in one part of the world can be applied elsewhere

to the benefit of all.

D. RD&D EXCLUSIONS

The three technology panels generally agreed that studies which are

designed to evaluate existing or planned technology developments in terns

of costs, benefits and impact effects would not be considered as research

expenditures. They felt that this type of activity is usually undertaken

to support regulatory and vehicle certification actions and therefore would

not directly contribute to future noise control technology. However, EPA

believes that in s_,e instances these studies can and do contribute to the

identification of future technology needs. These technology assessment studies

are separately identified in this report. (Section III-E and Appendix A).
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E. PANEL REPORT STRUCFJRE

The 1978 Federal Interagency Noise Research Panel Reports (Ref 5-8) were

structured somewhat differently than the earlier (1975) reports (Ref I-4). In

order to provide some data comparability, modifications were made to the previous

FY 1973 and 1974 data in order to make them consistent with the current data.

These modifications included the following:

I. The current Federal noise data base does not uniformly includemanpower

costs for program management or in-hesse research activity. In particular,NASA

manpower costs are not reported in the currentAviation Panel Report (Ref. 7)

although the high level of NASA in-house manpower funding was included in the

earlier report. That data has been excised for this summary analysis to

facilitate a direct comparison with the previous report.

2. Studies and analyses directed at technology assessment for regulatory

or _rtification purposes have been deleted in the identification of "noise

research" funds. However, this data, primarily relating to EPA and FAA

activity, is reported separately herein.

3. Some of the projects reported in the 1975 Surface Vehicle report

related to construction equipment and were therefore transferred to the old

Machinery panel data base to be consistent with the present reporting of

machinery and construction noise research.

4. Much of the earlier reported activity for FY 1974 and 1975 was either

incGmplete or estimated. The more recent reports provide final FY 1974/75

projec_ and empenditure data.

This sumnary presents a broad general overview of the Federal Noise Research

activities. Specific program and project details are reported in the (4) panel

reports (Ref 5-8).
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The panel reports reflect the currency of program information as of

Februa_3,,1978. An attempt was made to maintain a high degree of consistency

in project reporting and categorization both within the individual panels

as well as across the panels. In addition, care was taken to avoid "double-

counting", particularly where one Agency was cunducting research with joint

oL-full sponsorship from another Agency. Although there may still be scme

inconsistencies, anomalies, or c_issions in the panel reports, the available

information was adequate and sufficient for EPA to develop specific conclusions

and recar_nendations.

J
I
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II. SUMMARY

A. TOTAL FEDERAL NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING

Figure I portrays the total Federal fLuldingfor noise research for the

period _"Z7973-78.* The rasearcb reported includes progra]m_in:

o Basic research (including noise effects)

o Technology development

o Technology demonstrations

q%o specific demonstration programs, (refan & retrofit), are highlighted in the

Figure since they represent significant additions to a baseline $26-28 million

Federal noise research effort. Both programs are discussed in more detail

subsequently.

_hile the dollar level of funding for noise research has renmined essen-

tially level during this period, the resulting activity level has steadily

decreased due to inflationary effects. The total FY 1977 funding, for example,

represents a 20% reduction in activity compared with the same funding level

in FY 1973. Technology programs (exclusive of noise effects) have experienced

a 30% reduction.

Figure 2, and Table I, present the sate data distributed by Pane] area

of interest.**

One area indicating a significant and steady increase in dollar expen-

ditures is in noise effects research, _ich almost doubled in four years. The

primary areas of emphasis have been in investigations of:

* FY 1976 data'includes transition quarter funding.
** FY 1978 estimates indicate that increased emphasis is planned in all Federal
Noise Research areas. However, previous experience suggests that these funds
may be subject to Agency reprogramming as other priorities arise during the year.

II-I
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TABLE 1

FEDERAL NOISE RESEARCH [_UNDING**

(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

FISCAL YEAR

1973" 1974" 1975 1976 1977 1978"**

AVIATION 46966 39233 19154 16118 16840 18358

NOISEEFFECTS 3566 4756 4427 6543 6567 7385

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION 2472 3054 2144 2047 1961 2682

MACHINEN_ AND

CONSTRHCTION E)_UIPMENT 1282 2344 2405 3446 3084 3727
T

TOTAL 54286 49387 28130 28154 28452 32152

*Data Frc_ References 1-4 (Modified For Consistency With References 5-8)

**Do_s not Include StudiesAnalyses in Support of Certification/Regulatory Actions

***Estimated
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o Noise induced hearing loss

o Individual behavior effects (psychological and performance)

The primary stimulus for the significantly increased funding in these two

categories was the need for the development of supporting data for improved

near term occupational hearing conservation program_, particularly within DCD.

The other categories of noise effects research are indicated in Table 2.

More than 60% of the total Federal funding effort in noise research has

been for programs aimed at reducing aircraft-generated noise, The data for FY

1973-78 indicates a base program in aviation noise research of $16-19 million/

year. This does not include the $45 million NASA reran program nor the

DOT/FAA retrofit feasibility program, both of which had specified objectives

and were completed in FY 1975. These two programs w_re designed to support the

aircraft retrofit/replacement male by.de.Dnstrating technology feasibility

with full scale, flight-worthy hardware capable of being certificated. These

programs were successful and also contributed to the development of Amendment

7 to Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR), Part 36, which reduces the maximum

allowable levels of noise for now design aircraft developments. In addition

to the base program of contracted effort, NASA supports an in-house aviation

noise research program of a_proximately $I1-12 million/year spread among its

three major aeronautics research centers, the Lewis, Langley and Ames labora-

tories. The steady funding level in aviation noise research (Figure 2)

actually represents a reduction in effort due to the inflationary effects

indicated earlier. In this climate, the trend has been toward .Dre emphasis

on basic research and tednnology prograr_ vis-a-vis the mere expensive demon-

stration programs (Figure 3).
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TABLE 2

FEDERAL NOISE EFFECTS RESEARCH EUNDIN_ BY CATEGORY

(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

EST.

Category FY 73(a) FY74(a} FY75 FY 76 FY 77 FY 78

Noise InducedHearingLoss 1,084 1,366 2,300 3,563 3,385 4,116

Non-AuditoryHealthEffects 126 294 213 101 179 226

Psychological & Performance Effects(b) 381 361 776 1,143 1,344 1,127

Noise Effects on Sleep 217 254 81 117 130 130

Communication Interferernce 275 316 336 482 616 394

I
CommunityCollectiveResponse 410 621 235 330 361 347

DcmesticAn_,L_Is& Wildlife 0 0 51 83 17 15

Noise Environment Determination(c) 1,073 1,344 261 445 330 655

NoiseConcomitantwithVibration(d) - 174 279 205 375

_ALS 3,566 4,756 4,427 6,543 6,567 7,365

(a) Fr_ Ref 4
(b) Retitled (was "Individual Behavior Effects" in Ref 4)
(e) Retltled (was "Measurement Methodology and Calibration" in Ref 4)
(d) New category
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Following the c_npletion of the D(_ Quiet Truck program in FY 1974, the

program in surface transportation noise research dropped to a level of approxi-

mately $2 million/year during the FY 1975-77 time period. Current indicatinns

are that DOT participation in surface transportation noise research is expected

to continue to lose emphasis, due to the dissolution of the Office of Noise

Abatement in the Office of the Secretary of the Department of Transportation.

However, in view of the need for continued reductions in surface transportation

noise, EPA has initiated several technology develo[_ent and demonstration

projects in this area. (See Section III-E).

Federal funding for machinery and construction equipment noise research

has increased since the earlier report and is currently over $3 million/yr.

The Bureau of Mines is responsible for 50-60% of this effort. Most of this

research is aimed at noise reduction at the source to reduce occupational

exposures in accordance with health and safety requirements.

Figure 4 indicates the relative funding of each Agenc_ in the area of

interest of each panel for FY 77.
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B. ASSESSMENT

The majority of Federal Agencies currently involved in research, develop-

ment and demonstration (RD&D) activities related to noise abatement and control

had active programs direeted toward satisfaction of the individual Agency's

statutory mandates, operational authorities, goals, and objectives prior to the

passage of the Noise Control Act of 1972.

The Noise Control Act provided authority to the Administrator of the EPA

to "...assess the contributions of those programs to the Federal Government's

overall efforts to control noise."

In light of the abOve, any assessment of Federal noise programs must

consider:

O The specific mandates, goals and objectives of each Agency, and

o The contributions of each Agency's noise programs to the National

effort to control noise.

In order to provide some focus on the adequacy and needs of a Federal

noise research program, several elements which contribute significantly to such

a program assessment need to be addressed. These include:

o Relevancy of objectives

o The extent to which coordination/data exchange is being effected

o The extent to which previous RD&D has been applied

o Direction of c_rrent and on-going RD&D

o Future needs (Reoom_endations)

I• Objectives

(a) National Noise Abatement Cbjectives

In October 1976, the EPA distributed a proposed National Strategy for

Noise Abatement and Control. Co_nts were solicited and received from other

II-11
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Federal Agencies, industry, and the public. A modified Strategy Docca_nt

(Toward a National Strategy in Noise Control) was released by EPA in April 1977

(Ref 14). In brief, it suggested five specific goals for the National effort,

(I) Take all practical steps to eliminate hearing loss as a significant

consequence of noise exposure

(2) Reduce environmental noise exposure of the population to an Ldn value

of no more than 75 dB im_nediately

(3) Reduce environmental noise exposure levels to an Ldn of 65 dB or

lower by vigorous regulatory and planning actions

(4) Aim for environmental noise exposure of no more than Ldn of 55 dB

when planning future programs affecting the environment

(5) Encourage and assist Federal, State, and local agencies in the

adoption and implenentation of long-range noise control policies.

In addition, in early 1976, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

issued its 5 year environmental plan (Ref 15) re-affirming its noise mandate

as expressed in the amended Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act which

established as an FAA goal, "---to afford present and future relief and

protection to the public health and welfare from aircraft noise---". The FAA

short and long range objectives are expressed as follows:

o _ - "To ocefine severe aircraft noise exposure
_eve_s (l.e., Noise Exposure Forecast 40+)* around U.S.
airports to those areas included in the airport boundary. To
reduce, by 1980, to the extent possible (consistent with
ec_)naniereasonableness and technological practicability)
the NEF 40+ (or equivalent) areas outside existing airport
boundaries or areas controlled by the airport proprietors,
and assist neighboring co;_m_nitiesin athieving cenpatible
land use for the remaining areas."

*_fE Ldn 75--NEF40 and Ldn 65=NEF 30
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The FAA's short range objective is consistent with the suggested National

goals (I), (2), and (5) noted above.

o Lon_ range - "To reduce the noise exposure levels minimizing
interference with h_nan activities consistent with technolog-
ical and economic consideration."

The FAA's long range goal _s consistent with specific goals (3) and (5)

noted above.

(b) A_en_ Noise Abatement Objectives

It has been suggested (Ref 5, 6) that the passage of the Noise Control

Act, which provided specific authorities to the EPA, was interpreted by s_ne

of the other Agencies as a lessening of their responsibility to participate in

a National program to achieve environmental noise reductions. This may explain

why there appears to be a change in priorities occurring within the other

Federal Agencies with respect to noise RD&D. This a_aront slackening concern

for the environmental noise problem may be inferred from the steady decrease in

the "real" available funds and by the following Agency actions:

o _he recent reorganization of the Secretary's Office in the

Department of Transportation disbanded the Office of Noise

Abatement.

o NSF, HUD, and DOA have reduced their efforts significantly in

the area of noise control research.

o in the area of machinery noise research, most of the activity

is concentrated in the area of near term occupational noise

reduction to meet existin_ requirements for personnel protection.
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(e) Research Objectives

The objectives of a Federal technology program are to:

(I) Advance the state-of-the-art of technology to provide the basis for

Federal, State, and local actions to limit the allowable noise of

products identified as requiring noise control.

(2) Encourage industry to undertake noise reduction prograns.

(3) Ensure the availability of ted%nology to permit the reduction of

allowable source noise on a timely basis.

It is generally accepted that the most cost-effective method of reducing

noise is to control it at the source. In other words, noise reduction should be

an intrinsic criterion in the design and development phase of any new product.

The lack of technological means of adequately controlling noise from _any

products is proving to be a constraint in establishing National source

standards required for the protection of the public health and welfare.

The noise reduction benefits to be derived from techcologieal developments

are directly related to the speed with which they can be incorporated into

production hardware.

While the primary responsibility for developing this technology may

rest with industry, investment by the Federal Govenment in technology

development, particularly in the demonstration stage, in many cases may

nevertheless be needed for the reasons cited earlier (Section IB). This

Federal initiative could also serve to permit establishment of noise

targets for future products or equipment. These targets would be based

upon demonstrations of crmi0onentsor systems that are not yet in production.

Federally sponsored noise effects research programs are necessary to

establish noise exposure criteria, and to document the effects of various

II-14



types of noise on the population in order to support the need for noise

standards and regulations as well as hearing Conservation programs, and to

provide personal noise control information to the public.

2. Coordination

The re-establishment of the Federal Noise Research Panels has provided a

format for expanded interagency dialogue among the various participating

Agencies. Some of the expected benefits to be derived from this technical

interchange should include:

o Identification of joint problem areas or common needs which may

be beyond the capability of any one Agency to resolve but which

could lead to jointly sponsored projects.

o Opportunity for technology transfer based upon another Agency's

research progress.

o Elimination of unnesessary duplication of effort which _ould occur

as a result of inadequate or inc_mlpleteknowledge or awareness.

o "Piggy-backing" of existing or planned progra,_ to provide supple-

mentary data more quickly and at an overall lower cost to the

Federal Government.

Based upon inputs to the panels' reports, the full measure of benefit

has not been realized due to possible agency or budgetary constraints. The

vast majority of project data provided in the panel reports represent recmntly

completed or on-going funded projects. Some projects which are in the contract

negotiation1stage are identified, but relatively few planned projects were

reported. This is reflected in the Panel reports as "incomplete data" for

FY 1978.
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Since m_st of the reported activities are already in being, it is extremely

difficult to introduce supplementary supportive work to be incorporated under

these contracts for other Agencies with differing objectives. No planned FY

1979 initiatives, whidl would allow for complementary program actions, w_re

identified by the Panel members, despite the fact that FY 1979 budget planning,

including Zero Base Budget (ZBB) exercises, were in process during the period

in which the Panels were developing the data inputs to the reports.

3. Application of Previous RD&__DD

The "bottom line" objective for justifying RD&D activity is to see the

results implemented. This is the principal goal for industry-sponsored

research and development and the same criterion should pertain to Federally

sponsored research and development. However, there also is a need for a

continuing program of basic research that is not results-oriented but rather

explores various physical laws and phenomena associated with technical and

scientific events to better understand the cause/effect relationship of these

phenomena in the hope that they may be practically applied in the future. In

aviation, a base technology program has been maintained, but with recent

budgetary restrictions, demonstration program activity has been drastically

curtailed.

The implementation process can be voluntary or legally effected through

ordinances and/or regulations. Boy Jackson, the Associate A_ministrator

Of NASA'S Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology during the 1970-73

I time period _ade the follcwing observation in this regard:

I "It is clear to me that there is 0sly one way to keep
the industry equally ccmpetitive and still reduce noise
as milchas we want as fast as we can, and this is by
regulation.

II-16



The regulations must be t_ly and precede the co,_nit-
ment to a new design by industry. And the regulations
must be hold in demanding noise levels on the forward
edge of technology to force technologists to fashion
economically acceptable solutions."

While the results of previous RD&D have not been full_{implemented,

there has been some progress in tenporarily halting the escalation of noise

based upon selective utilization of previous research and technology programs.

Some examples are:

o As a direct result of the Sound Absorbent Material (SAM)demon-

stration program conducted during the 60's and early 70's, the

FAA modified or amended two (2) Federal Aviation Regulations

(FAR) to require all aircraft (in production or in current

operational use) not previously covered by FAR Part 36 to c_ly

with the stage 2 noise limits (1969 FAR 36 levels). While these

two actions bring older aircraft into cempliance with the

initial noise regulations, it does not reflect the technology

developments that could be incorporated in new type aircraft for

future develo_nt and prOduction.

o In March of 1977, the FAA prc_igated Amendment 7 to FAR 36

which reduced the permissible maximum level of noise for new-

design aircraft produced after 1975. This lowering of U_e "lid"

reflects the noise emission tharacteristics of currently produced

aircraft and therefore eliminates the _ossibillty of future

aircraft being noisier than those currently being produced. Not-

withstanding that the FAA must cDnsider safety, cost and appro-

priateness factors in the development of their regulations, EPA
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believes that the FAA, in promulgating the new levels, has net

encouraged industry to utilize mere of the technology that has

been developed and demonstrated. As Russell Train, former

Administrator of the U.S. EPA, stated in 1976:

q@ . .
Slgnlfieant improvement in technology will be
possible in the future, and the Federal Govern-
ment must project these improvements and codify
society's expectations into mandatory standards
with sufficient lead times. The practice of
waiting until the new technology is being used
by some manufacturers, and then legislating its
use by all, has not provided the environmental
protection which we have needed; and it
has not given the aircraft manufacturers firm
design targets."

The EPA proposed rule for future production aircraft, subaitted

to the FAA in Oct. 1976, does, in fact, reflect the R&D accom-

plishments of previous and on-going NASA & FAA programs which

_A believes are economically reasonable and appropriate to

the types of aircraft considered.

o Regulations delineating maximum permissible noise levels for

surface vehicles have been promulgated (for new m_dium & heavy

trucks) and proposed (for new buses), based in part on the

technology de,onstrated in the Per Quiet Truck Program. This

program also demonstrated the technology to retrofit operatlcnal

trucks and buses to meet the existing Interstate Motor Carrier

Regulation.

o Noise effects research into hearing loss criteria has esta_

lished,and reinforced,the identificationof Leq (24)of 70 dB

or Leq (8) of 75 dB as the levels of noise that meuld affect

One's hearing capability as a result of extended exposure to

such levels.
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o The Bureau of Mines' noise research and development activity

has led to retrofit programs on specialized mining equipment

which have significantly reduced the occupational noise exposure

of miners.

o Outputs of previous R&D efforts have resulted in the develop-

ment of a variety of manuals and guidelines for evaluating

noise environments for use by state & local environmental

planning agencies.

o ;_dditionally,methods for reducing noise exposures by retrofit,

use of barriers or other noise c_qtrol devices have been

developed. These have been most applicable in reducing occupa-

tional noise exposure due to machinery as well as exposure to

surface vehicle noise.

4. Current and On-_in@ RD&D

This assassn_nt of the on-going Federal Noise RD&D program is restricted

to EPA's appraisal of the various Agency activities as they pertain to the

National environmental, or oommunity, needs. How these projects montribate

to the individual Agency's needs is addressed in the Panel reports (Ref. 5-8).

(a) Aviation Noise

Both the FAA and the EPA have identified s_nilar aviation noise objec-

tives, both short and long range (See. II B(])(a)). For purposes Of this EPA

assessment, short range refers to 1985 and long range relates to the year

2000, as initial bendlmarks.
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Due to the length of time required to fully inlolement the results of

technology developments, the 1985 aviation noise environment can be reasonably

predicted since it will be controlled by Federal actions that have alread_

been taken. Specifically, the retrofit/replacement rule requires that all

commercial jet aircraft, serving U.S. airports, conform to the FAR 36,

Stage 2 noise levels (1969 FAR 36) by 1985. Therefore, the 1985 fleet will

reflect the application of previously demonstrated technology. It has been

estimated that a reduction o£ approximately 40% in the NEF 40 (Ldn 75)

exposure area will be realised due to this regulatory action (Ref. 7).

While it is possible that so_e new design aircraft utilizing the results of

recently completed (or near co_pleted) technology development or demonstra-

tion programs may begin to enter the fleet in the early 80's, they would

not be introduced in sufficient quantities by 1985 to influence the environ-

ment significantly.

Therefore, if the short range goal is to be achieved by 1985, comple-

mentary Federal, State or local actions are required in addition to source

control. Although there now is some local airport noise abatement planning

taking place at a few airports, we see little likelihood that the 1985

goal could even be approached, much less achieved without significantly

more airport noise abatement planning, and implementation of these plans.

The assesmment of the Federal Government's programs in aviation noise

RD&D relative to the long range goals must reflect the following considera-

tions:

o With the foreeasted increase in ntm_ber of aircraft, operations,

and aircraft size in the civil aircraft fleet, and with few,
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if any, new airport construction programs planned, the reduc-

tion in cumulative noise exposure around the nation's airports

resulting from existing FAA regulations will he offset in

the future by the increased activity if no further abatement

actions or controls are implemented.

o The recent Amendment to FAR 36 (Amendment 7), which reduces

the maximum allowable noise limits for future new type design

aircraft, is not expected to result in meeting the long range

National objective of containing the Ldn 65 (NEF 30) contour

within the control of the airport proprietor by source control

alone.

o _hile it is generally accepted that source control (through

technology) is the most cost-effective means of providing noise

relief, the constraints are severe. For example, studies by

the EPA (Ref 16) indicate that even if the technology were

available to reduce the commercial air carrier aircraft noise

to 10 dB below the 1969 FAR 36 limits (Stage 2), and asst_ming

this technology _mld be incorporated in all aircraft in the

year 2000 fleet, approximately 200 square miles of land area

would still he exposed to cum_latlve noise levels of Ldn 65

(NEF 30) or above. The exposure to Ldn 75 (NEF 40) however

would be essentially eliminated.

As a frame of reference, the allowable noise limits of Amendment 7

to FAR 36 (Stage 3) approximates 5 dB below the Stage 2 (1969} FAR
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36 levels when averaged across the fleet. The reductions range

from I-9 BB on takeoff and 3-4 dB on approach, depending upon

aircraft type.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the c_ntributions of basic

research and technology projects to meeting overall National objectives.

These projects are aimed at reducing the noise contribution of individual

components or sub-elements of a system at least c_st and with minim_ effects

on performance. Not until all of the elements are cr_bined into an overall

system and analyzed (e.g., airframe or engine) can the results be appraised.

For example, a 10 dB reduction in campressor generated noise may not yield a
i

significant reduction in total engine noise if it is not the primary source of

noise in the engine. Therefore, research needs to be applied to all elements

of the system concurrently with emphasis applied to the most critical noise

source first. This emphasis may change as component noise levels are reduced.

There are several demonstration programs nearing _LLFletion or underway

that could significantly alter the future noise environment around airports if

adopted voluntarily by the industry or required by Federal regulation.

o QCSEE (Quiet, Clean, Short Haul E_rimental Engine) - The design,

development and demonstration testing of the QCSEE engine is nearing conpletion.

The engine has demonstrated dramatic noise reduction characteristics by incor-

porating many features developed in the basic research and technology program.

These include:

o Acoustically designed co,posits nacelle

o Near sonic inlet

o 5ow fan tip speed and pressure ratio
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o High bypass ratio

o Multiple thickness wall treatment in inlet and exhaust

o Acoustically treated splitter and guide vanes

The basic core of the engine derives from the developed B-I engine

(which is also the core of the advanced design CFM56 engine). The sideline

noise level of a QCSEE-powered S_OL aircraft is reported by NASA to be 12

EPNdB below that of a contemporary quiet aircraft such as the DC-]0. While

not all of the characteristics of the QCSEE engine may be applicable to long

range aircraft such as the DC-10, NASA indicates, "Although directed toward

short haul conm_rcial application, it is evident that QCSEE technology has a

potentially broad range of application" (Ref. 7). Sin_ the QCSEE engine has

been developed using flight-weight hardware, with appropriate modifications it

can be evaluated under flight operational conditions, although there apparently

are no current plans to do so.

o (_uAT (Quiet, Clean, General Aviation Turbofan) - This project was

initiated to denDnstrate the applicability of large turbofan engine technelogy

to small turbofan engines. Some of the features to be demonstrated include:

i o Medium-to-high bypass ratio

_i o Mixer nozzles

o Acoustic treatment

o Low fan tip speeds and pressure ratio

Two engine companies have co,pleted the design of these engines 'which

are now being fabricated. Testing is to begin in 1978. Analysis, based

upon the final engine designs indicates that both engines will meet the

progra_ noise goals. These engines _uld result in future aircraft noise
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levels 6-9 _NdB lower on takeoff and 3-5 EPNdB quieter on approach compared

with the Cessna Citation which is the quietest turbofan powered aircraft

currently in production.

These two (2) major technology demDnstration programs should be the basis

for future aircraft design and development. The EPA-proposed rule for future

new-type design aircraft produced after 1985, (which has not yet been acted

upon by the FAA), reflects the results of these as well as other accc_,plish-

ments of NASA's research and technology development activities.

o Another significant demonstration program, initiated in FY 1977 by

the FAA, will develop and demonstrate an exhaust mixer for existing JTSD

engines. The objective of the project is to demonstrate a reduction in

sideline and take-off noise of about 4 _NdB. Jet exhaust noise reductions of

this n_gnitude are significant since they would result in a reduction of

approximately 50% in an aircraft's takeoff noise footprint area.

However, assaming the demonstration program is successful, there is

little compelling incentive for incorporating the technology in existing

operational aircraft. New production of early design Dc-g's, 727's and 737's

(which utilize this engine) already meet the Stage 2 requirements of FAR

36. The non-conforming operational aircraft can meet the retrofit require-

ments without the addition of the mixer.

One way to encourage implementation of these results would be through a

further lowering of the noise level requirements for new production of old

aircraft or as a further retrofit to existing aircraft. }bwever, no infor-

[nationhas been furnished on FAA's intentions for the use of the results of

this costly development/demonstration program.
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Development of a technology base for possible application to future civil

supersonic aircraft represents a continuing significant investment in time and

money. The attainable noise levels c_rrently estimated by NASA and the FAA are

levels at, or slightly below, the Stage 2 iLmits (1969 FAR 36). _A is con-

cerned that advanced SST noise objectives appear to be compro{niaedwith respect

to other perfotiPanceof operational considerations. If future SST aircraft are

not required to meet the noise levels of contemporary subsonic aircraft, they

oould dominate the noise environment around the airports from which they operate,

thereby cancelling the benefits of previously applied aviation noise technology

developments.

The Department of Defense, has publicly affirmed its intent to meet

civil aircraft noise standards where such action would not impact on strategic

or tactical combat missions. However, in procurement of trainer or transport

aircraft, the Air Force has not adopted the noise reduction technology available

in civil versions of these aircraft despite the fact that DCD has supported

research in noise reduction technology through its Independent Research and

Development program (IR&D).

(b) Surface Transportation Noise

Noise from surface vehicles is the most pervasive source of noise in

the Nation, affecting populations of urban, suburban and rural areas. This

contrasts with aircraft noise where the individual vehicle noise and cumula-

tive exposure may be at a higher level but is more restricted geographically.

Progress has been _de in preventing the escalation of noise from heavy

trucks (the major source of noise from surface vehicles). EPA regulations

• governing the allowable levels of future production heavy (and medium) trucks,
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and the Interstate Motor Carrier regulation which limits the allowable noise

for operational trucks and buses engaged in interstate commerce, will provide

some near term relief for urban residents and those living adjacent to high-

ways. These regulations were based, in part, on the _ Quiet Truck research,

development and demonstration program. The recently proposed noise regulation

for new production buses was also based in part on the DO9 program.

Federal research into path control technology has led to limited instal-

lations of physical barriers along isolated sections of heavily traveled

highways. This alternative to source control is relatively expensive and in

;,anycases, unsightly. It should be noted that the FHWA has developed a

manual on barrier aesthetics to provide guidelines for future barrier design

and construction.

Rec_nt studies by both DO_ and F_A (Refs. 18 & 19) indicate that the

noise problem due to surface vehicles (includingautCmDbiles and light

trucks) is likely to be exacerbated in the future due to population shifts,

increased numbers of vehicles in the fleet, along with possible increases in

noise frc_ new vehicles resulting from efforts to conserve fuel. Some of the

suggested energy conservative scenarios of the future could work in opposition

to noise reduction, if equal consideration is not given to noise constraints

in these early deliberations.

Despite this trend, funding for Federal programs in surface vehicle noise

research, development and demonstration have been insufficient and decreasing.

The Department of Traasportation, which has the primary responsibility and

authority to "...undertake research and develoyment relating to transporta-

tion, including noise abatement..." has reduced its activities in surface

vehicle noise _D&D by more than 65% since _974 (Table 6).
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In light of this cutback, EPA has initiated several technology demon-

stration programs covering:

a. Internal combustion Engines

b. Heavy, Medium and Light Trucks

c. Tires

However, the funding is minimal, and the time scale for results is

extended due to the limitation on the availability of funds from the existing

EPA noise budget.

{c) Maehin.er_and Construction Equipment

Although there has been a moderately increasing level of funding in

this area for noise RD&D, there has been very little Federal effort aimed

at reducing new machinery source noise or, in general, reducing community
{

exposure to machinery or construction equipment noise.

! The principal effort has been to respond to near term occupational

requirements and hearing conservation programs, by modifying existing

equipment, h_ile this activity has led to significant reductions in noise

for a few isolated pieces of specialized equipment, particularly mining

equipment, even the resulting reduced levels are excessive, particularly

in the industrial environment. There has been limited research or tech-

nology developments undertaken that would lead to quieter new equipment.

(d) Noise Effects

One of the primary reasons for the Federal Government to be involved

in a program of noise effects research is to he able to provide defensible

evidence for the need and degree of noise abatement and noise control

actions. Previous research efforts provided information which resulted in
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publication of the Criteria Document (Ref 20) and the Levels Document (Ref

21). %_sse two references furnished the information available at the time

relating to the health and welfare effects of noise and identified maximum

levels of environmental noise requisite to protect the public health and

welfare with an adequate margin of safety.

Most of the effects research to date has concentrated on determining

the effects of exposure to continuous high levels of noise and the related

potential for hearing loss in various occupational situations. Recently,

concerns have been raised regarding hearing loss potential with respect to

intermittant exposure to excessively high levels of noise. Research

activity has been increased in this area. More than 50% of the total

Federal noise effects program is in the category of noise induced hearing

loss. This is appropriate since noise induced hearing loss is the nation's

number one occupationally-induceddisease.

Mile annoyance effects of exposure to different levels of noise is well

documented, the underlyingphysiological and psychological effects are still

unclear. There are indications that noise may induce or exacerbate cardio-

vascular, neurological and other stress-related diseases. Although this

category of research (nun-auditory health effects) was identified as a high

priority need in the previous panel's deliberation (Ref 4), it remains one of

the lowest funded items in the current program. The effects of noise on sleep

disruption and its consequences with respect to overall general health is

another area of high concern but low priority research activity.
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In summary, the Federal noise RD&D program, as presently structured, does

not meet the needs for successful implementation of a National noise abatement

strategy. The conlc_siteFederal noise research program still reflects multiple

agency objectives rather than a cehesive unified direction. Priorities are

generally based upon individual agency objectives and needs which is to be

expected with restrictive noise budgets.

!
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C. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations have been developed by

EPA after considering the on-going noise research programs of the Federal

Government in relation to the National needs for noise abatement and control.

Nhile current prograns do c_ntribute to the National goals, specific

program actions are required in order to accelerate the achievement of these

objec,:ivasin a reasonable ti_e frame. In addition, supplementary adminis-

trative and legislative actions are needed to help implement a cohesive

National Noise Research Program.

o 1973 was the year of peak Federal activity bolstered by the infusion

of special funds for new technology demonstrations for noise reduction. The

programs underway at that time, while in support of the needs expressed in

the Noise Control Act, were initiated under the nandates of the L_dividual

Agencies. SinCe 1973, Federal activity (in terms of "real" dollars and

effort) has decreased, despite the needs expressed in the Noise Control Act.

Progress in developing the tethnology for future noise abatement and control

has been constrained by this a_parent diminishing interest in the environmental

noise problem. As indicated earlier, this n_ayhave been due, in many cases,

to the mistaken impression that, with the passage of the Noise Control Act,

EPA would undertake the necessary research.

Mile the 1972 Noise Control Act established a National policy objective

for noise abatement and control, mare recently, energy efficiency has beu_L=

a high priority National policy objective as well. In meeting the goals for

reduced energy consumption, particularly as applied to transportation vehicles,

it appears that noise reduction efforts may suffer (e.g., use of diesel
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engines in place of quieter gasoline engines in autcm0biles). Concurrent with

the increase in research funding for development of energy efficient systems,

there has been a steady decline in noise research support in the Federal

government.

RECXIMMENDATION I

Both the President and the Congress should re-affirm the
Nation's co_itn_nt to noise abatenent and control and

take appropriate action to assure a balanced program for
meeting the objectives of both noise control and energy
efficiency.

_ENDATION 2

Noise research funding should be immediatelyrestored to
the 1973 equivalent level. In currentdollars, this would
require an a_mual budget of approximstely $45 million. This
increased funding should be ear-marked for high priority
research, development and demenstration programs aimed at
accelerating progress towards meeting the objectives of the
National noise c_ntrol effort.

o The Federal Governmsnt has made a comnitment in the form of a

law (Noise Control Act), and in terms of dollars and tirosexpended by the

various Federal Agencies to develop noise abatement technology for reducing

the noise imposed upon the citizens of this Nation. In order for these

actions to be more than mere window dressing, the Executive and Legislative

Branches of Government should encourage the rapid implementation of successful

technological developments, even if marginal incrementalcosts are involved.

Full scale technology demonstration programs are expensive to conduct, but

necessary for justifying technology availability. If successful and feasible

R&D programs are not implemented, then one may wonder why they were undertaken

in the first place.
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specific program recommendations have been identified by EPA in

each of the panels' area of interest.

Aviatlon

While progress has been made in containing the escalation of aviation

noise and providing some near term relief through application of previously

demonstrated technology, this trend will reverse if additional noise oontrml

actions are not implemented. These future actions are strongly dependent

upon current research and demonstration programs. NASA reports that results

from beth the QCSEE AND QCGAT engine technology demonstration programs

indicate significant noise reduction benefits for future civil aircraft.

_TION 3

$6M should be set aside immediately to initiate flight
test programs, with industry cooperati_rticipetion,
for beth the QCSEE and QOGAT engines to demonstrate their
noise emission performance in an operational environment.
It is recognized that additional funding for these programs
will be required in future years, as was the case for the SAM
and the Refan denDnstratibn programs.

RECCMMENDATION 4

NASA and the Congress should formally set the noise objec-
tives for the NASA supersonic technology program to at
least meet Stage 3 subsonic aircraft noise limits (1975 FAR 36).
Such levels are necessary for future SST aircraft to be
compatible with airport operations in the 1980's and 1990's
and NASA should direct its researd_ efforts to search for

alternative solutions accordingly. This action now will also
provide the necessary guidance for industry planning and
development activities.

Surface Trans_ortation

EPA & DOt studies have shown that environmental exposure to surface vehicle

noise will decrease over the short term as the new mediam and heavy truck popu-
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lation begins to conform to the current noise regulatory requirement. How-

ever, these sane studies show that if no further noise abatement or control

actions are taken, the population exposure levels will begin to increase

again, thereby cancelling the temporary benefits that were previously achieved,

because of projected increases in vehicle fleet size, changes in vehicle

characteristics due to energy conservation criteria_ and urban population

growth.

REC(3MMENDATION 5

A comprehensive tire noise research progra_nis imperative.
Development of a "quiet" tire is necessary if noise from
high speed vehicles, Operating on the Nation's highways
and freeways, is to be significantly reduced. Concomi-
tantly, road surface/tire interaction criteria need to he
developed so that the noise due to tire-surface interaction
is minimized and road surfaces are compatible with the needs
of specific local traffic demands.

RECCMMENDATION 6

Research, technology development and demonstration programs
on components of light, medium and heavy trucks must be
expanded and accelerated to assure future reductions in
noise generation for these type vehicles.

$3 million of supplementary funding should be set aside or re-programmed

for these activities (Recommendations 5 and 6).

Machinery and Construction Equipment

Machinery noise probably affects mere people, for a longer period of time,

on a continuing basis due to occupational exposure, than all other sources of

noise. Most of the Federal (and industry) research activity has been in

developing "fixes" to existing equipment or evaluating ear protectors in order

to meet the near tern OSHA noise exposure requirements.
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The current 90 dB requirement has been challenged by EPA, NIOSH and DOO

as not being fully protective of the workers' health or welfare. Industry

claims that 90 dB is adequately protective and that technology is unavailable

to do hotter. NIOSH has the authority to conduct the necessary research but

has experienced severe budgetary cutbacks in their noise program, particularly

in the area of technology development.

RECX]MMENDATION 7

An expanded program in industrial machinery research,
development and demonstration is required. Initial
investigations should be restricted to those pieces of
equipment that are ce_mon to several industries or for
which there may ho a common technological approach to
noise reduction. $I million should be earmarked to
initiate this research.

Noise Effects

There are indications that excessive noise may induce or aggravate physio-

logical and/or neurological disorders. Unfortunately, the relatively low level

of research funding in this area has not provided the necessary evidence to

confirm these indications. However, if true, a large percentage of the population

may be unknowingly adversely affected.

RECC_4ENDATICN 8

$2 million should be set aside immediately for high
priority non-auditory health effects research.

o EPA has identified in the previous reccmnendations the need for $12M of

supplementary funding for high priority noise research, development and denmnstra-

tlon progran_ to support a National Noise Abatement Program.
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These programs would extend our knowledge beyond existing technology to

provide for future progress in noise abatement and control. Although Section

14 of the Noise Control Act provides EPA with the authority to conduct research,

the Agency has not applied for a research budget for technology development

or denDnstration. It has, tmtil recently, de[ended upon the results of the

research prograntsof other agencies to support its regulatory activities.

However, we recognize that environmental noise may not have high priority or

visibility within some Agencies and their noise activities are oftentimes

directed primarily at meeting their individual agency _andates or may be

reprogrammed for "higher priority" agency programs.

RECGMMENDATION 9

Serious consideration should be given to providing a research
budget to EPA to be used for the develo_nent and demonstration
of noise abatement technology for future products and to under-
take identified programs in noise effects research. This would
assure that priority National noise programs, in response to the
intent of the Noise Control Act, would be maintained. These
funds could be transferred to other agencies for program imple-
mentation or used by EPA directly, as appropriate.

o Section 4 of the Noise Control Act authorizes the Administrator of

the E_A "...to coordinate the programs of all Federal agencies relating to

noise research and noise control" and to "...publish, from time to time, a

report on the status and progress of Federal activities relating to noise

research and noise control."

This report is in response to that authorization. The four (4) panel

., reports provide the details of the on-golng Federal noise research programs.

While the cataloging and dissemination of this information can provide a data

base from which research needs can be identified, it represents only one
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element of as effective coordination program. The expertise represented on

the panels should he utilized in improving the planning and budgeting for

noise research on a continuing basis.

RECOMMENDATION 10

the panels, in conjunction with EPA and 0_, should participate
in the systematic development of high priority research needs
and programs as a normal part of the program planning and budget
development cycle to facilitate igplementation of the National
noise objectives identified in the strategy document (Ref. 14).
To be effective this process may well need to be codified in an
OMB circular or an Executive Order.

EPA'S preliminary conception of the necessary process is as follows:

o Januar_ - Panels identify 4-6 high priority programs that
should be included in specific Agency budget submittals

o Marsh-A_ril - Confirm that identified programs are included
in Agency plans. (if not, panels recommend alternate
approach to accomplish needed research)

o June_uly- _A check to assure that progranlsare still is
planned budget submissions.

o Se_te,_er I - Ccmfirmisg letter to EPA on final program status
in budget submittal. (in-out-cutback, etc.)

o 2_t__t_- _A submit a letter report to OV_ to describe
priority items identified in January, their

inclusion or non-incluslon in the Agency budgets and the
programmatic implications of these budget proposals.

r
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Ill. OVERVIEW OF AGENCY PROGRAMS

Noise research programs conducted or sponsored by each Agency, @file

contributing to the national objectives of noise reduction in general, are

primarily foCused on the specific Agency's needs for (x_plying with its

legislative mandates. The noise RD&D activities are directly related to

their civilian or military constituency needs.

This section of the report addresses the legislative authorities for

conducting noise research as well as a brief summary of the overall program

activity for each participating Federal Agency.

More comprehensive and detailed disCussions of each Agency's mandates,

objectives, programs and project descriptions are provided in the four

Panel reports (ref 5-8).
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A. DEPArdMENT OF COV_4ERCE(DOC)

The Department of Com_erca noise RD&D effort is conducted through the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS). NBS activities in environmental noise

measurement are undertaken to support the Congressional mandate for develop-

ing and maintaining standards o_ measurement used in scientific investiga-

tions, engineering, manufacturing and co_merce, (F.L. 56-]17 Amended By P.L.

81-679) as well as in support of Section 14 of the Noise Control Act of 1972.

The Noise Control Act authorizes and encourages a cooperative relationship

between NBS and the EPA in regard to developing measurement methodologies

and standards.

Approximately 35-40% of the research conducted by NBS is through inter-

agency agreements with other Federal Agencies with the program funding

provided by the supporting Agency. Although NBS's internally funded research

is primarily reported in the areas of noise effects and machinery noise, the

development of measurement procedures and the design and calibration of

instrumentation is /mportant to all noise programs.

Table 3 and Figure 5 illustrate the breakout of NBS effort in noise

research. As indicated therein, interageney oooperative programs represent

a significant percentage of the tstal activity. This would appear to be a

I positive implication that the results of the research are more likely to be

utilized due to the joint interest in the programs.

The Bureau's emphasis, in aec_rdanee with their legislative mandates,

is in research on improved noise measumamEnts procedures and methodologies.

The results of NBS studies are applicable to each of the four Panels' area

of interest.

I
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TABLE 3

DEPAR_ENT OF C(]MMERCE (NBS)

NOISE RESEARCH F_NDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL yEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
_S IAG** NBS IAG NBS IAG NBS IAG _S IAG NBS IAG

AVIATION ....

NOISE EFFECTS 98 N/A 117 N/A 202 25 335 236 258 288 247 243

SURFACE

TRANSPO_ATION - N/A - 110 162 252 150 153 - 75

M MA(_INERM and

CONSTRVCTICN EQUIPMENT 138 N/A 264 N/A 353 50 360 65 319 40 306 40
&b

%13TAL 236 N/A 381 ii0" 555 237 695 553 727 481 553 358

*Incomplete Data

**Interagency Agreer,ent(Funds Supplied By Sponsoring Agency)
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FIGURE 5
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B. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)

Although DOD does not have specific legislative authorization to con-

duct noise research programs, there are 3 compelling reasonsfor them to

do so:

o Military personnel hearing and health protection

o Survivability in combat environments (low-detectability)

o Reduce noise exposure of adjacent communities due to military

facility operations.

In the areas of surface transportation and machinery/constructlon equip-

,lentnoise, the vast majority of noise research activity (that is reportable)

is conducted by various co_ponenta of the Army. The Navy has a significant

program for reducing underwater machinery noise but has not provided specific

program/or funding information because of security limitations.

Table 4 and Figure 6 provide the distribution of effort within the

components of the DOD. The funding indicated represents, in large part,

in-house research activities, related to unique military problems, conducted

by the various Service laboratories and facilities.

During FY 1976 and 1977, research in the area of noise effects co_prises

a large part of the DOD noise research activity with increasedemphasis

applied within the Air Force and the Army. Of the total noise effects

research funding during this period, 55-60% addresses the category of "noise

induced hearing loss." This activity is directly supportive of the DOD's

hearing conservation program. A major increase in noise effects research is

I planned by the Army in FY 1978 although no program details are reported in• I

Ref 8.

Starting in FY 1977, the Army has expanded its program in helicopter

noise research to better understand the noise generating mechanism of

helicopter rotors.
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TABLE 4
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING
(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL yEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

AVIATION 2051 2286 1595 1506 1907 1619

ARMY (0) (46) (926) (868)
NAVY N.A. N.A. (i195) (818) (470) (295)
AIR FORCE (400) (642) (511) (456)

is i i

NOISEEFFECTS 984 930 1182 1911 1948 3434

ARMY (345) (676) (825) (2210)
NAVY N.A. N.A. (504) (605) (429) (429)
AIR_3RCE (333) (630) (694) (795)

SURFACE
TRANSPO_ATION* 404 412 202 374 518 650

l ,l,

MACHINERY and
CONST_CTION
_UIP'T* 458 750 265 450 516 472

TOTAL 3897 4378 3244 4241 4889 6175

(AI_Y) (812) (1546) (2785) (4200)
(NAVY N.A. N.A. (1699) (1422) (899) (724)
(AF) (733) (1272) (1205) (1251)

N.A. = Not Available

*Primarily Army
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C. DEPAKIMENT OF INTERIOR (DOI)

Noise research, development, and control activities within the Department

of the Interior are carried out by the Bureau of Mines (BOM) and the Mining

Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA)* under several legislative

mandates. The overall goal is prevention of occupational hearing loss by

reducing noise exposures below the 90 dB(A) occupational exposure limit.

The Bureau of Mines' objectives with respect to noise are accomplished

through development and implementation of engineering noise control techniques

and measuring instrumentation. MESA conducts its noise reduction development

and control projects by defining the noise problem and providing early solu-

tions with existing technology. The thrust of the noise abatement effort is

directed toward identifying the sources of noise and reducing the noise st

these sources. _dditional projects are related to noise instrumentation,

exploratory studies, and standards development. Instrumentation work is

devoted to development of mere precise, easier to use noise instruments

to facilitate monitoring of the miner's noise envirom,ent.

In addition, DOI meintains a relatively low level of effort in noise

effects research, mainly devoted to the evaluation of ear protective devices

and personal dosimeter calibration techniques.

Table 5 presents the historical funding level for DOI noise research.

*Effective March 9, 1978, the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration was
transferred to the Department of Labor and renamed the Mine Safety and Health
Administration.
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TABLE 5

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR (BU MINES/MESA)

NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL YEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

MACHINERY AND CONSTRUCTION

H EQUIPMENT 337 528 1463 2076 1481 2360
M

T
-- NOISEEFFECTS 72 23 109 56 31 89

_DTAL 409 551 1572 2132 1512 2449



D. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSFORTAT_ON (DOT)

The Depar_T_nt of Transportation has many diverse responsibilities and

authorities through a number of legislative mandates covering the various

Administrations contained within the Department,

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Federal Highway Administra-

tion (FHWA), Urban Muss Transportation Administration (UMTA), and the

Federal Railroad Administration (FPA), each have the responsibility and

authority to "... undertake research and development relating to transporta-

tion, including noise abatement with particular attention to aircraft noise."

This authorization was provided to the Sec'y of Transportation in Sec. 4 (a)

of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-670).

The U.S. Coast Guard, also a component of the D(E, has had only minor

involvement in noise research or analysis.

Table 6 indicates the distribution of noise research funding within

DOT by organization and panel area of interest. Trends are plotted in

Figure 7 which highlight two significant points.

o During the FY 1973-77 period approximately 65% of the D(_

noise research budget has been directed to the problem of

aviation noise. The sound absorbent material (SAM) demonstra-

tion program (in conjunction with the NASA refan demonstration

program) provided the technological and economic justification

to permit the FAA to amend Part 91 (General Operating and

Flight Rules) of the Federal Aviation Regulations which

requires the fleet of existing noisy aircraft to comply with

the FAR 36, Stage 2 noise levels. (Note: Stage 2 noise

levels refers to the limits of 1969 FAR 36).
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o Funding for surface transportation noise research has been

steadily decreasing and with the recent dissolution of the

Office of Noise Abatement, this trend is expected to continue.

In addition to the FAA's noise research and technology demonstration

programs in aviation, the Office of Noise Abatement in the Secretary's office

(0ST), and the FAA, have conducted complementary technology and cost benefit

studies in support of aircraft certification and regulatory programs. These

projects were not addressed in the Aviation Panel report since they were

considered outside the frame of reference established by the chairman. The

: results of these studies and technology assessments, can be useful in identi-

fying research needs for the future. These projects, (to the extent provided

by the IXE/FAA), are listed in Appendix A herein in order to provide a more

complete picture of noise-related research activities. The funding levels

associated with these studies are not included in the summary data on total

Federal funding nor in Table 6 and Figure 7.
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TABLE 6

DEPARtMeNT OF TRANSPORTATION

NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCALYZ_
197'3" 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

OST Surface Transportation N.A. 1317 625 593 128
Mac/fineryand Const. _91ip't, N.A. N.A. 5
Noise Effects 130 -

Aviation - . - -
N.A. 1447 630 593 128

FAA Aviation 11563 2983 959 1253 1720 1730
Noise Effects 45 - 35 112 396 20

11608 2983 994 1365 2116 1750

H

FHWA Surface Transportation N.A. 264 341 699 501 126
Machinery and Const. Equip't. N.A. N.A. 71 42 60 190tn

Noise Effects - 76 201 125 i00

N.A. 264 488 ' 942 686 416

tME% Surface Transportation N.A. 637 401 108 - 550
Noise Effects N.A. N.A. 9 - -

N.A. 637 4-_ 108 - 550

['_ Surface Transportation N.A. 49 17 175 106

33 Noise Effects 5 - 50
i i iiiii i

_0TALS Aviation 11563 2983 959 1253 1720 1730

Surface Transportation 2064 2267 1367 1417 804 782
Mach/nery and Const. Equip't, 90 130 76 42 60 190
Noise Effects 50 130 120 313 571 250

GRAND TOTAL 13767 5510 2522 3025 3155 2952

*From Ref. 1-4
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E. ENJlIRO_MENTALPROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

Section 14 of the Noise Control Act authorizes the EPA Administrator to:

"Conduct research, and finance research by contract with
any person, on the effects, _easuren_nt, and control of
noise, including bat not limited to

(A) investigation of the psychological and
physiological effects of noise on humans and the
effects of noise on domestic animals, wildlife,

and property, and determination of acceptable
levels of noise on the basis of such effects;

(B) development of improved methods and standards
for measurement and monitoring of noise, in coop-
station with the National Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce; and

(C) determination of the most effective and prac-
ticable means of controlling noise emission."

This research authority was to "--complement, as necessary, the noise research

programs of other Federal Agencies".

Until recently, EPA's noise research activity was primarily focused

in the area of noise effects in accordance with (A) abo_.

Technology assessment studies to identify the state-of-the-art of avail-

able technology were undertaken in support of planned regulatory actions.

These studies are not considered "research" in the sense that they do not

contribute directly to the advancement of technology. However, they are

significant in that they identify the current technology base and help to

point out the areas of future research needs. These EPA projects, related

to surface transportation and machinery and construction equipment noise

were reported in the respective panel reports. As in the case of the FAA,

the EPA technology assessment studies in aviation in support of proposed

regulatory actions were not identified in the Aviation Panel report. These

studies and analyses are reported in Appendix A herein.
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Since 1976, the Office of Noise Abatement aF_ Control has initiated

several technologydemonstration projects, particularly in the area of surface

vehicle noise. Reduced efforts by DOP in this area despite the continued per-

vasiveness of the surface transportation noise problem stimulated the need for

c_ntinued technology development and demonstration programs by EPA. The ele-

ments of the EPA surface transportation technology program includes

o Truck noise reduction

o Tire noise reduction

o Internal cx_bustion engine noise reduction

In addition, EPA has initiated a significant research study of the cardio-

vascular effects of noise with cc-sponsorship from the National Institute of

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS).

Table 7 and Figure 8 provide the EPA research funding levels by area of

interest as w_ll as the technology assessment studies in support of regulatory

actions which are not included as part of the total Federal Noise "research"

funding s_imary.
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TABLE 7

EFA NOISE RESEARCH

& REGULA_3P_YSUPPORT FUNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL YEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
RD&D REG. _&D REG. _&D REG. R&D RSG. RD&D REG. R&D R_3.

SUPPORT* SUPPORT* SUPPO_I'* SUPPORT* SUPPORT* SUPPORT*

Aviation - 404 I150 90 1151 100 250

m
M Noise
t Effects 24 377 190 - 230 - 349 350

Surface

Transp. 369 - 178 18 - 162 978 476 680 1224 280

Mad_ tnery'

_d Const. 60 - 230 9 14 = 74 657 J43 415 141 140
F_.

'I_/_ _ 24 42g 377 812 '_i7 295 466 1725 1168 1246 18J.5 670

* Funding not included in total Federal "Pesearch" Funding
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F. DEPARTMENT OF }IEALTH,EDUCATION & WSLFARE (HEW)

_e noise related activities of the various organizational elements

within HEW have two major thrusts:

o By the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (P.L.

91-596) and the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1969 (P.L. 91173), the National Institute of Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH) is charged with undertaking

research and related activities to assure safe and health-

ful work-place conditions.

o The National Institutes of Health have the responsibility

for improving the health of the American people through

biomedical research, including studies related to the

development of a better understanding of the efffects of

noise on individuals.

During the FY 1973-78 time period, the major e;_phasiswithin HEW, includ-

ing NIOSH activity, has been in noise effects research rather than ted]-

nology related noise control.

The National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Diseases and

Stroke (NINCDS) accounts for approximately 1 to i% million dollars per

year or 55-60% of the HEW noise research effort. Practically all of their

efforts are studies related to noise-induced hearing loss. As indicated earlier,

this research activity has shown a significant increase in funding since

1973. The NINCDS effort alone in hearing loss studies has increased from

approximately ½ million dollars in FY 1973 to 1½ million dollars in the

FY 1976-77 period.

Table 8 provides the FY 1973-78 funding data for the National Institutes

of Health of HEN.
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TABLE 8

DEPARtEd9 OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE

NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL YEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Mach'y and Construction 16 226 139 179 247 135

_m_-nt

NIOSH (16) (226) (139) (179) (247) (135)

Noise Effects 1074 1387 1901 2315 2135 1875
T

NIOSH (395) (507) (606) (470) (328) (247)

NINCDS (526) (622) (1150) [559) (1427) (1426)

NIE_S (153) (258) (145) (203) (319) (202)

NICHHD - - (48) (61)

NI_! - - (35)

TOTAL 1090 1613 2040 2494 2382 2010



G. RATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was established

by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 which provided NASA with

responsibilities to conduct aeronautical research and technology activities

including aircraft noise research and technology development.

The various elements of the aviation noise research activity includes

reduction of noise at the source, alternative operational procedures, and

human factors. Human factor studies at NASA are particularly concerned with

con_nunityannoyance and the related adverse subjective responses to aircraft

noise.

Noise technology research is being undertaken to extend the under-

standing of the fundamental mechanisms of noise generation, propagation, and

suppression of noise from all component noise sources (basic R&T program)

as well as to develop and demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of

potential technological a_plicetions for noise reduction.

The NASA aviation noise research and technology program represents

80-85% of the Federally-sponsored aviation noise research activity and

50-60% of the total Federal noise research program.

The primary thrust of the NASA effort is to extend the technology base

through conceptual analyses, scale model and co_Tponentdevelopment and test

and full scale technology feasibility demonstration testing. Between FY 1975

and FY 1977 the full-scsle demonstration portion Of the overall NASA noise

program has decreased significantly, while the basic research and technology

funding, after allowing for inflation, has increased by approximately 40%.

(Table 9 and Figure 9).
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As indicated earlier, the NASA reran program has been separately identi-

fied since this was a special, Congressionally-approved, add-on to the basic

NASA RD&D program. The funding for this effort alone in FY 1973 and FY 1974

was more than the total NASA aviation program funding today, including infla-

tion effects.
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TABLE 9

NATIONAL AE_3NAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NOISE RESEARCH FHNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL YEAR

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

AVIATION 33352* 33964 16600 13359 13213 14909

Basic R&T (4844)* (5589) (6100) (8260) (9802) (10257)

M Denonstra- (28508) * (28375) (10500) (5099) (3411) 4652)
M tionH

Programs

NOISE EFFECTS 1127 1154 514 825 814 740

TOTAL 34479 35118 17114 14184 14027 15649

* Estimated fro_ data in Ref 2.
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H. OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

There are approximately eight other Federal agencies that have i_ple-

mented noise research projects intermittently over the past 6 years. These

include:

o Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD)

o Department of Agriculture (DOA)

o Consumer product Safety Commission (CPSC)

o Energy Research and Development Administration (now Depart,_nt

Of Energy (DOE))

o National Academy of Science (hAS)*

o National Science Foundation (NSF)

o Veterans Administration (VA)

o Department of Justice (DC_)

Table 10 provides the funding levels and area of interest for each of

these Agency activities.

During the 6 year period of FY 1973-78 these 8 agencies collectively

funded approximately $4-1/2 million of noise research activity. During

the last 3 years however a marked drop in technology research has occurred.

Over 80% of the noise research funding since FY 1975 has been in the area of

noise effects with only ERDA (DOE), VA and NSF maintaining a continuing

program.

One of the more distressing developments since passage of the NCA of

1972 has been the decision by the NSF to withdraw its considerable exper-

tise in noise technology research and also its ability to influence the

academic no_munlty.

* Quasi-O£flcial Agency - Established by an act of Congress
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TABLE _0

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

NOISE RESEARCH FUNDING

(Thousands of Dollars)

cPsc _oJ Fa_ _ I ms _o_

Noise Effects

FY73 117
74 638
75
76 36
77
78

i

FY 73 /

74
75
76
77
78

Constr. t_I' t.

_" 73
74 70

76
77

"/8 /
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V. APPENDIX

AVIATION NOISE

RSGHLA_3RY & CERTIFICATION

SUPPORT pROJECI_

(



FUNDING SUMMARY

AVIATION NOISE REGULA_ & CERTIFICATION

SUPPORT pRO/ECPS

(Thousands of Dollars)

FISCAL YEAR

1975 1976 1977 1978

EPA 150 90 151 250

FAA* N/A 2070 2414 2440

N/A - Not provided

*NOTE: FAA provided total budget submission data. The funding
level indicated above represents the total annual noise
budget less the technology and noise effects research
activities provided in the panel reports (Ref 7 and 8)
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Abatement of Co_nunity Noise Exposure _esultin_ From
General Aviat._onC_rations

There are today approximately 6500 public use airports in the United

States that are served exclusively by about 150,000 general aviation air-

craft conducting about 130 million operations per year. The FAA estimates

that within ten years, the GA fleet will grow to greater than 240,000 air-

craft conducting over 220 million annual operations. The existing FAR 36

noise rules only serve to limit or "cap" the noise levels of current types

of GA airplanes and do not provide guidelines nor incentives for advance-

meritsin noise control technology to be incorporated in new type designs.

Consequently, as the GA fleet grows, noise exposure will grow as well,

unless progressively more stringent noise regulations are prescribed or

other means are devised to encourage aPplications of noise control

technology flight procedures.

i The purpose of this study is: to predict the noise exposure caused

i by GA aircraft through the year 2000 assuming several fleet growth and

i noise reduction scenarios; assess noise control technology development;

! demonstrate a noise control planning concept for GA airports; and classify

1
I the noise problems and possible methods of solution at the GA airport

i level.

- Investigators: Not yet determined

Fiscal Year Funding ($1090): 1975 1976 1975 1978
_'4'0
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Comparative Study of Aircraft .NoisePrediction Procedures

There are a number of computational procedures in use today for pre-

dicting cumulative noise exposure in the vicinity of airports resulting

from aircraft operations. Although the various procedures may yield

significantly different results, any one may be used in support of activ-

ities such as environmental impact stgatements and lawsuits which can

result in critical decisions involving the nation's health and welfare

add e_onomy. _e purpose of this study is to identify the aircraft/

airport noise prediction procedures most used today and to define the

principal computational components common to all. The differences in

assumptions and _ethods inherent in the components for each of the noise

prediction procedures shall be described and estimates made for the

influence on noise exposure that could result from those differences.

Investigator: D_tec Engineering, Inc.

FiscalYear Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978
I0

i

: Noise Exposure of Civil Aircarrier Airplanes Through The Year 200@

; This study updates and supplements the previous study sponsored
I

! by the EPA. The purpose is to predict the nationwide community expo-

sure to aircraft noise in the vicinity of airearrier airports. The

assualptlonsare based upon several aircraft fleet and noise reduction

tim_ phased scenarios as well as various options for aircraft departure

and arrival fight procedures and the influence of supersonic transports.

The baseline year is 1975 and the national aircraft noise exposure shall

be estimated thereafter for five equal time periods beginning with 1980

V-8
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and ending with 2000. The scenarios and options are chosen such that the

extremes of the predicted noise exposure will represent an envelope within

which £he actual noise exposure for the years investigated can reasonably

be expected to lie.

Investigator: Wyle Laboratories

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1,978
86

Effectiveness of Various Takeoff Procedures for Aircraft Noise Control

The purpose of this study is to supplement the analysis already con-

ducted in house by the EPA on the effectiveness of various takeoff pro-

cedures for the control of aircraft noise. The EFA analysis has predicted

the noise levels along the flight track which are necessary but may not be

sufficient to make a definitive judgement as to which of the procedures

i results in minimum noise exposure. The scope of this study is to determine

i the areas enclosed by a specified number of single event noise level con-

tours whose closure points are indicated by the noise levels along the

flight track.

Investigator: WyleLaboratories

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000)t 1975 19,76 1977 197@
15

: GENERAL AVIATION AIRC.RAFf.NgI@E

! The purpose of this study is to collect information on the noise
J

exposure produced by general aviation aircraft. Surveys consist of exam-
h

ining a particular set of FAA's regional files on general aviation airports
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and correlating the available results of noise studies conducted relative to

to the Airport Development Act Program (ADAP), Environmental Impact Stats-

ments (EIS), airport master plans, and any other sources as a_ropriate.

Investigator: Georgia Institute of Technology

FiscalYear Funding($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978
i0

Militar_/Civll Aircraft Noise at Joint-Use Airports

As a result of aircraft noise regulatory actions, noise exposure in

the vicinity of civil airports due to the civil fleet is anticipated to

decrease in the coming years. However, as the noise exposure resulting

from the civil fleet diminishes, there may remain a significant co_oonest

in the total aircraft noise exposure due to military aircraft operations at

joint-use civil airports. Therefore, this study has been initiated to

i determine the aggregate national noise exposure of military operations at

joint-use civil airports as the noise of the eivil fleet is diminished with

time.

Investigator: Wyle Laboratories

i
I Fiscal Year Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978

40

Dynamic Preferential Rsnwa_ S_stem at JFK

The performance of the Dynamic Preferential Runway System (DPRS),

which was installed at JFK International Airport in 1971, was analyzed.

The DPRS is used by the PAA control tower staff as an aid in selecting
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runway combinations from the standpoint of minimal noise impact in surround-

ing communities. A report of this analysis was published in May 1975.

Investigator: Tracor

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978
9

Airport O_eratin_ Modes at JFK

Studies of airport operating modes at JFK International Airport are

being conducted for use in conjunction with the Operation of the Dynamic

Preferential Runway System (DpRS). The DFRS is used by the FAA control

tower staff as an aid in selecting optimum runway combinations from the

standpoint of minimizing noise. Its success depends on the flexibility of

airport operations and thus the range of choices of operating modes.

Alternative operating modes and typical wind patterns at JFK have

been identified, and work has been begun to determine the incremental air-

craft impact (IAI) for comparison with the operating modes. Based on an

SPA methodology, the IAI identifies the incremental noise levels contributed

by aircraft flyovers beyond the indigenous noise level of the community.

Investigator: Traeor

FiscalYear Funding($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978
i0 37

Field SuppOrt for a Pilot Project to Test a Draft Regulation on Ai.rportNoise

The EPA has developed an environmental assess_nt methodology for

determining aircraft noise impact on people living around the nation's air-

porte. This asses.q,enttechnique is known as the Airport Noise Evaluation
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Process (ANEP). Characteristic of this process and the attendant method-

ology is a m_ana to measure the relative effectiveness of noise abatement

actions and convey the results in terms understandable to both technical

and lay personnel. This project was to conduct field tests at a number

of U.S. airports in order to provide EPA with "hands on" experience in the

ANEP.

Investigator: ERC Systems Sciences Co_pany and Arthur D. Little, Inc.

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 19.7.7 1978
130 40

Aircraft Noise Impact Throu@h the Year 2000

The nationwide co,_nunityimpact of aircraft noise through the year

2000 was evaluated, considering a number of aircraft/airport noise reduc-

tion alternatives. The study was based on the evaluation of operations at

three airports - LOS Angeles International, St. Louis, and Washington's

Dulles International. A report was issued in June 1975. (Ref 18)

Investigator: Wyle Laboratories

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000): 1975 1976 1977 1978
ii

Modeling Techniques

A method for calculating values of Day/Night Levels (Ldn) at a point

due to aircraft operations from civil airports was determined. A report

was published in January 1977 that described two levels of sophistication.

At the basic level, such factors are type of takeoff and landing prmeedures
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are considered. A more detailed method also considers aircraft range and

nonstandard approach glide slopes.

Investigator: 8olt Beranek and Newman, Inc.

Fiscal Year Funding ($1000) 1975 1976 1977 1978
4O
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In the DOT Congressional budget submittal the noise programs are broken

out in various categories as follows:

Noise Control systems Analzsis

One Of the principal programs under this category is to define a frame-

work for long-range regulatory goals. _is program was initiated in FY 76

and inelude_: predictions of the types and quantities of air transportation

vehicles forecasted to be in service through the year 2000; a regulatory

classification system defined as a function of aircraft type, operation

and noise abatement technology; and a technology assessment program.

Noise Reduction at the Source

Some of this activity was reported in the aviation panel report (Ref 7),

in particular, the core noise and jet noise suppression programs.

Noise Monitoring.and Noise Reduction _rou@h Aircraft Operational
Procedures

Noise abatement operational procedures designed to provide lower

noise levels in the communities in the vicinity of airports have been

developed for the takeoff and departure and the approach and landing

portion of flight, as well as air traffic routing.

Analysis of alternative approach procedures for noise abatement

were concluded in FY 1976 and similar studies for alternative takeoff

and departure procedures were conpleted in FY 1977.

_e noise monitoring system, in place at Dulles, was expanded to

include Washington National Airport during FY 1977 to provide informa-

tion on noise related to aircraft and ATC Operating procedures. These

activities will continue in FY 1978 in order to develop modified
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procedures to further reduce noise, to provide data for other noise reduc-

tion research and regulatory support, and to serve as a model for airport

noise _onitoring systems.

Noise Red.uctionThrough Airport 9se.Restrictions

During FY 1977 work proceeded on the development of methodologies to

estimate the total system costs and benefits associated with airport use

restrictions. A limited study was undertaken in FY _977 at JFK Airport for

this purpose. Consistent with the issuance of the Aviation Noise Abatement

Policy State_nent,it is expected that use restrictions will be implemented

at many airports in a similar fashion as was done by the Massachusetts

Port Authority at Logan Airport. FAA must be in a position to evaluate

these actions by proprietors. Therefore, during FY 1978, the FAA will

continue these studies and implement a policy and procedure for consider-

ing airport use restrictions for noise abatement.

Land Use Plannin@

During FY _977 a program to develop land use criteria based upon

performance standards for interior acceptability relative to the exterior

noise levels was initiated. _is work will be oompleted during FY 1978.

Guidance on land use c_mlpatibilitywith aircraft operations will be

developed and used in conjunction with models for aviation noise/land

use (_ctnpatibilityplanning. Information will be developed and systema-

tized regarding state and local aviation land use and noise related pro-

grams. Only through the application of land use planning activities by

local authorities can the actions taken by the Federal Government regarding
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source noise reduction he supplementedso as to maximize benefits in the

area of aircraft noise abatement to the Nation's citizens.

Environmental Assessment

The objective of this program is to provide policies and procedures

for considering all relevant environmental i_oacts or proposed FAA actions

significantly affecting the quality of the human esviromrent and to assure

that FAA environmental assessments are consistent with national environ-

mental goals.

Identification by the FAA of specific project objectives, timing and

funding were not made available although much of the effort can probably

help identify future research needs. For example, a cursory review of

Co,lrerceBusiness Daily contract citations over the past few years provides

the following FAA contract information:

AIRFRAME NOISE REDUCTION STUDY. Contract
DOT-FA76WA-3821 (LGR-6-5184)for $43,404 to United
Technologies Research Center, East Hartford, CT.

BUSINESS EXECUTIVE JET NOISE REDUCTION
PROGRAM. Contr. DOT-FA75WA-3668 (WASR-5219) for
- $63,900 - to Bolt Beranek & New_an, Inc.,
Cambridge, MA.

V/S%DL, NOISE pREDICTION AND REDUCTION, STOL
AND VTOL AIRCRAFT NOISE PREDICTION STUDY - RFP

WA5R 5213 - Anticipated date of issuance o/a 19
Mar 75.
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STUDY OF COST/BENEFIT TRADSDFFS avail in acft noise

technology applications in the 1980's. Cont. DOP-WA77WA-4037
(LGS-7-3767) - 22 Sep 77 - $79,205 - Bolt, Beranek, and
Newman, 21120 Vanowen St., Chicago Park, CA.

AIRCRAFT NOISE/EMMISION TRADE-OFF STUDY. Requirement
will include Identification and Summarization of Reduction

controls related to turbofan, turbojet and turboprop engines,
development of methods for relating and presenting trade-off
considerations; and cataloging of reduction controls-Job-RFP
LGR-6-5175-Anticipatsd date of issuance o/a 24 Nov 75.

DEVELOPME_ OF A GUIDANCE DOCUMENT on aviation noise

control plans, techniques, and procedures, Contract DOT-
FA78WA-4105 (RFF 5GR-7-3714) 28 Dec 77 to Bolt, Beranek and
Negman, Cambridge, MA., 02138 for - $40,284.
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